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To NICHOLAS S. LAW
Director General
Dear Sir,
We are very pleasure for Your Proposal but Our financial position are very bad in 2004 as in 2003. Sorry
about it and ask You understand us right.
I must have given my BOND to Great Persons of PriAzov and Greek s Culture. First time I met Great Art
of Lelj Kuzminkov and Valentin Konstantinov in 1998 when I first time said about 2400-2700 years
History of Mariupol (Old Kremnes).
After we are meeting many times and have stayed Friend. I think that they are most Famous Persons in
PriAzov because they have made very much for culture of Ukraine.
I wrote this article in 1999 and it was published in newspaper of Azov Ship Company. I was very glad
when known about it.
I know that It is very important give Good Person moral support.
And I believe that the monument of Lelj Kuzminkov and Valentin Konstantinov in 2000 will be Emblem of
Ukrainian Art of end XX ct. I wrote about to President USA (You may see it). It is RIGHT.
Because I want recommended Lelj Kuzminkov and Valentin Konstantinov in Your edition.
With sincere and steep respect,
Always yours
Alexander Vasiljev
Vice-Chairman of Civil International Committee (CIC)
TANAIS Reg.
The book is a small history of our art
K. Malevich
To discovery of the exhibition
REVOLUTIONARY CREATION
All life and creativity of these two extremely talented people, as though stresses attention all who
acquaints with their products on CREATIVE aspect.
Also there is an impression, that all revolutionary motives XX of century, as though have received
fluidized treatment in their creativity.
Have gone in literal and portable sense through conflagrations of the end of the Second Millenary, in
which one all has burned down insignificant and small-sized, they enter us per era of confessor.
Their many-sided creative transactions, as though destroys boundaries between art and life, prolonging
a revolutionary tradition Russian and European futuristicm, but on an in essence new high level of art
school.
The revolution, as though makes the basis(fundamentals) feeling-world both Lelj Nikolaevich and
Valentin Konstantinovich, but revolution of creation, revolution innovation understanding World and
realization of basic legitimacies of development of cultural phenomena. That causes(urges) creative
youth permanently to return to activities of our Mariupol "rebels", finding in their creativity revolutionary
innovation of Marinetty and Apollinera.
You will say, what is it too courageous definition, but see at the main(basic) mosaic activities of
L.Kuzminkova and V. Konstantinova. And you can feel impressions of a perusal by most interesting and
emotionally saturated product (arises after familiarization with absolute majority them of monument s
activities).
Just, perusal, since itself personally hunted(caught) on feel of the reader infrequent and expensive(dear)
folio, when, in particular(personally), considered the mosaic at our railway station (for all travellers,
probably, most familiar product).
And is probable, for each slav it is extremely important to feel itself by the reader of ideas of this or that
creative individuality at acquaintance even with products of painting. When it happens to many by mine
familiar, they still have feel of acquisition and even of creative good luck.
And sources it that we to the Book concern, as to a spring of True. You see the union to a Gospel Word
of a young slavonic nation happened on Russia through the books, which one were brought with
themselves by(with) the Greek and Bulgarian missionarys.
And all of us, descendants of the catechuman pagans, hallow before a WORD placed at the Book. And
though after centuries-old Greek of missionary s activity, Peter 1 attempted to impart in Russia
attitude(relation) to the book, as to a source of knowledge without religious colouring and it has
prolonged Ekaterina 2. But we even in Mariupol is perceptive, that for the majority of the population in
attitude(relation) to the book of a change from reforms of Peter have not set in yet.
And consequently that activity, which one has manufactured(issued) Lelj Kuzminkov about returning of
the Greeks in 1778-1780 in the Mariupol district, substantially prolongs today those of Piotr s reform,
bound with conditioning for intellectual(intelligent) growth(increase) of our compatriots. I have in view of
that steep and objective critic, which one puts the book of Lelj Kuzminkov in a number(series) of the
most interesting academic publications, and its writer in number of the experts, which one today invite
to participate practically on all international conferences on the Greek subjects.
"Movement(travel) of the Crimean Greeks in Northern PriAzov in 1778-1780 (Reason and corollary)" of
Lelj Kuzminkov from the first view not so REVOLUTIONARY, as "Zапd Тumb Тuum" of Marinetty or
"Kaligrammu" of Apollinera, where the miscellaneous types of fonts will be widely used on space of one
page and the violation(disturbance) of logical flow bundle of the text is admitted.
However broad usage "of a Greasy font" for strengthening(amplification) of emphasis on those or
diverse semantic aspects creates completely exotic atmosphere of perception of the pithy moments.
Unusually and arrangement of the material in the book and sequence of its presentation. On the one
hand - violation(disturbance) of the resisted traditions, and on the other - the subordination of
presentation of the pithy moments to logic of understanding of a historical reality does(makes)
acquaintance to the book interesting and in many respects exotic. But main - there are no
violations(disturbance) of the academic canons of objectivity and scientific character, since each
rule(position) is given with the links and indicating of the primary sources (!). Really - infrequent sum of
qualities. If to indicate usage of the appendices, as is legible given of a system of the proofs, the
materials of the Bishop Feodosiya and originals of the personal letters are included in which one, the
maximum admitted today novelty - is obvious. You see 1998-1999 is not 1900-1912.
The data of the remark are made specially to show robustness and objectivity of reform s ideas, which
one excited also WASIL Kandinskogo and Fr. Mark, Vladimir Maykovsky and D.Burluka, K.Malevicha and
V.Hlebnikova. We today not always even in general present to ourselves that effect, which one renders
innovation of ideas in art on development of culture as a whole and on social and economic

development, in particular(personally).
Take for example " the Technical manifest of the futuristic literature " (May 1912) and "Destruction of
syntax" (May 1913) of Marinetty, superiority of futuristic discoveries which one in Russia desperately
challenged and not always correctly (demarches during visit of Russia by Marinetty in 1914 and attempts
to give earlier dating of own issuings). Well what effect could have their innovation on development, for
example, Greek culture?
But let's recollect, that the revival of the Greek culture in PriAzov after thoughtless russification in the
70-s' years Х1Х of century began after the significant Order of Commission SND in 1926, which one "
not clear for broad national masses... Have cancelled a historical spelling and have approved phonetic",
by anticipating this solution on simplification of training of tens countries of a world. Also compare the
text of this Order to the text of the Manifest of Russian futuristic, which one opened "Sadok of the
judges 2 " (March 1913), in which one the writers mark following achievements:
" 1. We have ceased to consider words-creation and words-speaking by the grammar rules, by becoming
to see in characters only guides of speech. We have loosened syntax.
2. We begun to give the contents to words under their descriptive and phonetic characteristic.
3. We realize a role of attachments and suffixes...
8. We smash rhythms. Mr Hlebnikov has put forward the poetic size of a living speech word... " (Sadok
of the judges, Spb.1913. p.2.).
Essentially(in essence) these two documents can belong to Pen of one person (the unbiassed
contributor) will draw a conclusion, and you see they are divided by 13 years. And is apparent, that the
ministers муз have appeared are more acquisitive to spirit of the requirements of a new phase
"madnessly of developing mankind ", than ministers of science, which one needed more than 13 years
for realization of a situation and transformation of a revolutionary gust in concrete of the administrative
solutions (and today, and in the beginning of century the decision making at a governmental level
without a sighting of the projects by the experts is impossible).
Instead of would be the Orders, would not be George Kostoprav, his schoolboys, it is not intelligently spiritual activities of the Greek intelligency, which one has torn off 1937, but the positive impulse by
which one we is perceptive and today. And who per 90 years saves of meoth s culture? Who is in an
advance-guard of scrambling for the FUTURE?.
The artists - as well as on a boundary Х1Х ct. and XX ct., and on a boundary XX ct. and ХХ1 ct. The
artists act for revival of the language of George Kostoprav, which one frequently even is more modern
widespread dimotica, as though by absorbing in itself an innovative revolutionary spirit of Russian and
West European avant-gardists of a beginning XX centuries.
Also that is characteristic - they not only put forward(extend) ideas, and is substantial creation.
Intuitively by realizing, that for hundred years the world requires(demands) of intellectual(intelligent)
elite not so much of the revolutionary novelty, how much of revolutionary creation. And accent the time
puts on the second word - on CREATION.
The publications in the newspapers, protrusion on conferences and management of constant
transfers(transmissions) on the Greek language via radio, the editing of a heading "From SHORES
ANCIENT PONTA" in the Reports of the Ukrainian (Azov) Department of AES&E - is actual, tight, the
goal-seeking activity, which one qualitatively differs from revolutionary "flashes" of the 20-th years.
And very much organicly they receive the most fissile participation in creation of the most considerable
innovative-creative step in an intelligently - spiritual orb of East of Ukraine - Ukrainian (Azov)
Department of Academy of economic sciences and enterprise activity.
In general role of the Greek intelligency of Mariupol today is difficult for overestimating, and that
scrambling and transactions of the whole generations of representatives of greatest of cultures, existing
on ground, by many is not realized at all. I shall point only the most reference facts.
Per 1215 at Philip of August 2 in Paris the University was based, but only in 1253 Robert Sorbon, the
confessor Ludovic Sacred based doctrinal school becoming in a consequence doctrinal faculty of the
Parisian University (anyway, but in the end Х111 of century in Francium the experts of a university level
already made dispositions).
And the University in Russia managed to be created only in 1755 and not St.-Petersburg, and in Moscow
(with of the ethnic-socio-cultural positions the necessity of availability of a stored personnel
intellectual(intelligent) potential is obvious; the, domestic potential; that confirms discovery only in 1819
University in St.-Petersburg, led by the economist bhy Michael Andre Bulugynsky, that instructively for
us and today, despite of activity since 1724 an Imperial Academy of Sciences). Is truely indispensable a
Great Labour of the whole generations, since for its creation it was necessary to collect all most capable
staff from Kiev-Mogilynsky of Academy, by training previously Mihaylo Lomonosov in its.
And only in the end Х1Х of century more than ten intelligently of developed professorate possessing and
a high level of moral reference points has appeared above which one the secret political police already
could conduct wide area "criminal-examples" of the share, fulfilling manual by Europe and America.
How much efforts from a nation were required for inculcation on original varyjsky grounds intelligently spiritual to tradition of uncompromising scientific search - better do not speak and do not
analyze(analyse).
And here from Mariupol (Old. Kremnes) all only picked up and picked up. And What is it ?
When last oddments " of the Moscow landing " of the experts of the 60-th years ran in Russia from
PriAzov of State technical University, former Mariupol metallurgical institute, the public of PriAzov has
felt, that is possible to hope only on own staff of hereditary intelligency. And most surprising for
technological of a think managers - these staff have appeared in PriAzov, that actually is still nounderstanding for many a phenomenon. And they are not disconnected, and one another support and
create, create and actively work, on any complexities.
Here to you the most relief proof of necessity to keep of the ethnic-social regularity, carefully falling into
intellectual(intelligent) resources not only in theory.
And the usual position have realized not only in Ukraine, but also in Russia. Therefore
intellectual(intelligent) elite of Moscow correctly has evaluated a situation of the 90-th years and, despite
of a capability of destructive administrative relapses, has decided have made base of organizationmanaging frame on intelligently - spiritual innovations, just, in Mariupol, by leaning and on the Greek
intelligency.On such people as Lelj Nikolaevich Kuzminkov and Valentin Konstantinovich Konstantinov.
But today we, first of all, parse the not future of the academic science in Ukraines and in the states of
Commonwealth (CIS) and at all not scientific creativity of the members of Advice of the Mariupol
company of the Greeks and members of scientific advice of Azov (Ukrainian) Department of AES&E, and
we aim to give of the owing estimation 30-th of years(summer) creative exploit of our colleagues and to
try to see perspectives of further creative search.
So here, recalling words of Malevich in the letter to A.Benua, we can repeat: "In art there is a
responsibility of fulfilment of its indispensable forms... It is pleasant or it is not pleasant - the art does
not ask about it you, as has not asked, when created stars on a palate " (Exhibition Catalogue.
Amsterdam, 1988. p. 165).
Really, if demand of the time have stipulated concern Gogen to Brittany, forgot by the god, and to far
Polinezia, Matisa - to Морокко, and Picasso and Derena - to products of niger s plastics, Lelj Kuzminkov
and Valentin Konstantinov it is necessary to address to steep internal vision of own sources of creativity.
Him no-necessary, as Gopncharovoj to find presentiments of new art style in images of the scif s and
polovecky s immovable hammers. The scintilla highest esthetics Pracsitely lives in each the creatively
gifted descendant of Greeks. And in hearts of the Mariupol artists from the Greek sociaties is steady, a
plume of this light(fire) warming all who with them equally burns communicates.

If the representatives of West European and Russian advance-guard in the beginning of century were
sure, that in new art of the future there will be no place to voluntarism, today we can only confirm this
thesis, by refering on many-sided creativity Lelj Kuzminkov and Valentin Konstantinov. And watching
genesis of creative mastering by them of such composite and such interesting life, it is possible to
experience, that the strong-lines (idea of Bochchony) going from each particular act of these two men of
faith should in a time-space continuum be left in most powerful synthesis of creation in essence of new
art forms or even of a new kind(view) of art.
We can not absolutely uniquely forecast time and outcomes of such synthesis, but to optimize path of
creative growth(increase) and with enough high scale of probability to indicate time for implementation
of creative intentions - we can.
And this breakthrough in a unknown the FUTURE is the most probable will happen in September October, 2000. For all of us it is very desirable, since apparently, in 2001 the Second World Congress of
the Spiritual Consent in America (initiative of Institute of economical and socio-cultural researches) is
held. Also it would be very desirable to this forum to make maximal. Therefore it is necessary to all of us
to do the utmost, that ours talented Friends could create and making.
And seeing as they working by on new monument s activities, we hope, that the positive impulse from
their achievements will exceed all generated(set up) by them before, and on innovation will be worthy of
ideas of group "Bridge".
It very much is wanted all by their friends and admirers, since the new century requires(demands) new
of the innovation s solutions and initiatives. And on the present the creatively gifted people perceive it.
The organizer Civil Pont s Union,
The academician of the New York Academy of sciences A.Vasiljev
Recollect the Bible, namely, indicating returning of the peoples to their primordial territories. It is
interesting, that the mass media, instigating the next wave of pavor, mark a development of the above
named tendency before so-called "end of the world".
But the Great Book mankind - is an extremely optimistically oriented product, which one is written with
huge Love to the people both sincere hope and faith in their forces.
Therefore and in these, tendentiously treated strings(lines), the scientist-culturaler will see first of all
indicating on a complex of concrete measures, which one are directed(directional) on a sharp
acceleration of the rate on of the intellectualization of a Labour, when it is necessary to actuate already
in intelligently - spiritual activity all a ethnic-socio-cultural history not only large of ethnic-socio-cultural
derivations (superethnoses), but also all ethnic groups having obviously expressed socio-cultural
features, expressed.
The complexity and many-plans of problems of our civilization requires(demands) entrainment in
intelligently - spiritual creative process probably more broad audience of representatives, dwelling on
ground, of diverse cultures. All happens to observance(holding) of the sociological law of Piotr Lavrov
about instability of a civilization at existence of conditions for development for restricted group of
persons, that is proved mathematically by law of large numbers.
And the necessity of integration of paths of creative search and creation by representatives of different
directions and orbs of cultural construction, seemed does not call(cause) doubt, but implements units.
Just, to these units also concern Lelj Kuzminkov and Valentin Konstantinov.
Mariupol (Old Kremnes) 27.11.1999г.
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To the president of USA George Bush
Dear Mister President,
We with large pleasure and hope have perceived the messages on successful implementation of the
programs of researches of Mars by two robots of National Agency of Space Researches of USA. This
breakthrough in the FUTURE many citizens of all countries of a world expected very much, but when it
has taken place a World began really to vary.
In many countries, which one in a condition to share in the space programs, the High Managers has
undertaken expedited political steps to fix before all World and before the people (his countries) interest
in INTELLECTUAL GROWTH and in nonpredatory researches of space. The applications were made and
the occurrings with the chiefs of national space agencies are conducted. But not only the interest in
INTELLECTUAL GROWTH of the peoples was showed, but also the interest in joint with industrially
developed countries of a world researches of space was showed. This step very dearly has got to all
progressive forces of our planet. Consciousness of political chiefs are beginning substantially to vary.
They in the applications aim at international cooperation.

Certainly, it is pleasant to us to realize, that the forecasts of the experts of Institute of economical and
socio-cultural of researches (Mariupol) in May, 2001 about actual leadership of USA in preservation of
perspectives of intellectual GROWTH of our CIVILIZATION completely have confirmed. We in Central
Europe in 2000-2001 years deeply have realized sharp growth(increase) of solidarity of all nations of the
world in the most nearest FUTURE. And all forces aimed to reduce hazards and obstacles to paths to a
new condition of our CIVILIZATION. We in the monography published by Institute of Warsaw in 2001,
wrote: the World now by preservation of perspectives of intellectual GROWTH is obliged predominantly
to people of USA. Yes, USA. Not to Western Europe, not of Japan and anybody to other. Only in USA the
legible directivity of technological novations on actual, instead of demonstrative (for fixing of priority),
analysis and mastering of neighboring space is saved. + For the majority workers of University the
formulated thesis about value of activity in space should not call(cause) misunderstanding, since still
famous philosopher Fedorov proved: Having refused from possession by celestial space, we shall be
compelled to refuse thereby and the solution of an economic problem on ground and in general from a
moral survival of mankind in general. Today to us would like not only to agree with these deep thoughts,
but also to add, that the category "of possession" is expedient for supplementing by a category "of
responsibility". Yes, of the responsibility for celestial space + (page 130). Then we offered in section 5.6.
the Sixth step - macro-technologies for all for a partial solution of a problem of seizure in agricultural
regions creation macro-technology of space safety of the Earth (page 97). We wrote: on June 24, 1996.
At the altitude 660 kms have taken place first in a history collision of the French satellite CERISE,
launched in June, 1995 into solar-synchronous orbit, with an observable piece of a third stage of the
French rocket "of Arians" who are put into orbit in 1986. It has taken place for thirty ninth of mastering
by Mankind of space. And of space waste has collected on an earth orbit so many that in 1999
International Astronomical Union and COSPAR have organized on the subject of Safety of an
astronomical sky a workshop. + So, that is necessary already to look at stars, and the particular "acts of
our arms(hand)" are more valid on to prevent losses and not only loss. + You see each inhabitant of the
Earth of time per one week is endangered to "meet" on ground such by dropping " piece", according to
statistics. As you can see, "the abstract" hazard already became a reality. + It is a pity only, that again
person, not having thought and not having counted, has created for itself problems, but there is all the
same hope for escaping of a vicious circle of problems on no-think . The optimization of quantity of manmade objects in a near space, probably, should be a subject of international occurrings and offered to
world community for signing of the Minutes on behalf of the United Nations. (Page 96-98). Much we
make some more proposals (them it was possible to see on www.CIC-WSC.org), but main - all this was
meaningful only by fissile activity of the people of USA in concerns of the FUTURE.
Very interestingly there was today world(global) system. Than are more deeply done one`s best to
understand of regularity of its becoming and development, the harmonicity of its designs surprising
more. We are not kept by feel of steep reasonableness of all architecture of a modern world. All thus is
organized, that to successes of the world(global) leader is reasonable all honest inhabitants of the Earth
should be pleased.
Therefore it is interesting to ask, and who is pleased to successes NASA of USA on our planet?
And the answer, probably, will surprised many in Eastern Europe. Practically all peoples inhabiting our
Earth. And why it happens? Yes because USA formed by the peoples of all Earth. In USA is chiners and
germans, there are Italians and French, there are Spaniards and Portugueses, there are peoples of
Africa and Indium, there are Russian and Ukrainian, Moldavians and arabs, Jews and Hungarians,
Englishmen and Irish. It is difficult to find on the Earth the people, the representatives which one would
not participate in creation of economics of USA and would not join a nation substantially adhering to
democratic principles in internal and in external policy. And it also provides today steady development of
a world(global) economic system, since each honest inhabitant of the Earth can substantially feel the
implication to successes of USA, having recollected the compatriots left in America. Actually it is
necessary to recollect each of six billions of people of Earth, having paid attention on the inner life, and
it not only national, but also an ethnic fitting, in any angle of a planet can feel itself substantially by
American. It is huge most steep and severe moral support to America and Advance, and consequently by
a principle of feedback and each honestly working inhabitant of the Earth. And this comprehension today
steadily grows also nobody will stop this process.
But we want to underline the interesting and very deeply balanced solution of the people of USA, which
one has managed to connect in practice democratic modern institutes and deeply scientific philosophical
achievement of the West-European university tradition. And it is true a development of wisdom. Though
in some states of a world the chiefs consider(count) the people as flock, but having joined in the
American people representatives of these " flocks" (those whom considered nothing realizing in policy)
suddenly exhibit actual WISDOM. What it by arms(hand) to the drivers in to a mountain countries can
say? It is necessary not make bad things and are cunning, and to think and to work. And main - on
another's troubles of a health to not reach(achieve). It is impossible to be pleased to troubles of the
neighbours.
As though who would like, but many knowledge and abilities is transmitted generically, i.e. are inherited,
and not just are gained during self-development and study. Certainly, it can not be by a constant subject
neither school, nor university seminars, but from this fact it is impossible to abstract. There is no
scientist, respecting, which one will disagree that Gegel had the weighty basis to declare a monarchy as
about top of organizational frame of an authority. Really, the volume of transmitted knowledge and
administrative experience at preservation of a principle of inheriting - is huge. The most refined social psychologic researches will confirm it. Therefore, the preservation of monarchic institutes in Western
Europe is a large contribution to preservation of highly moral traditions in High administrative layers of
industrially developed countries. By the way, this example Japan has followed also. And it helps Japan to
work and to develop. Certainly, the role of dominative dynasties has changed, but their existence has
the much greater value, than it seems on the first view.
Could the American people pass by such effective way of improvement of the quality and efficiency of
administration of government? Certainly, no. And he has executed(come true) the advanced way of
preservation of democratic traditions and practice of family eligibility of administrative knowledge and
experience of moral behaviour in most difficult conditions of operation of democratic institutes. The
selection by the Americans by the President George Bush is first in a history of USA and, really,
successful experience of practical usage of the political experience, integrated in one person, and
knowledge. Infrequent, but precedent, very much reassuring for our CIVILIZATION. Its positive effect
will have an effect for development of a world some nearest decades (years). To connect GENIUS of the
guidelines GEGEL to democratic practice of the Washington and Geferson is yet it was not possible to
anybody, but we see with you, it is what is it possible.
To be the contemporaries of such events - huge happiness! The world passes in new quality and all of us
feel as it happens, as morals and the knowledge beats laziness, no-spirit and adventurism.
But there can be a feel, specially after comparison of outcomes of economic activity, that the people of
USA develops dynamically only. Certainly, the economics by the most severe image influences culture.
Achievements of culture of the people of USA, with which one we acquaint in Eastern Europe
predominantly on the best feature films, call respect and sincere sympathy. However, the world is much
more difficult(complex), than it would be desirable for a mountain to the propagandists for slavonic of
drink's tradition.
On our planet, as though in a counterbalance(balance weight) contending for an authority intellectual
no-workers, the actual competitiveness in cultural construction is watched. A competitiveness creative
and most desired for each inhabitant of the Earth. By its positive outcomes can today thanking the
INTERNET to technologies to take advantage practically in the angle, most distant(remote) from
economic centers of a planet. Most important - all peoples participate in it creation competitive
interaction, all ethnic groups - all is a place under the sun of a world(global) public opinion. The activity,
creation of cultural values activity is necessarily noted and is evaluated. And it concerns as nations which
were generating(setting up) the whole states, and smallest ethnic groups and public associations.

Let's put three most apparent examples. The first example, is a reply to call of time of one of most
cultural and actively creation a history of our CIVILIZATION of nations of the world - PEOPLE FRANCIUM.
Whether Francium could become only customer of cultural achievements of America? Certainly, no. All
successes of USA, of which one in the beginning anybody and never thought without fissile participation
of the best representatives of the people Francium, were by catalyst of creative activity of all French
people. And this activity was expressed in such shrill on depth of human empathy pieces of art (books,
films, pictures), that to them the thoughts and feelings of the inhabitants of Europe not less often
address, than to samples of transoceanic art. But and there should be - a success of the neighbour for
the normal people boosts tendency itself to create something worthy, instead of to delete, to squelch, to
humiliate. And not only in conventional kinds of art creativity competes "Old" Europe with by a young
blood of the transoceanic son, and even in the modern architecture. Everyone, who has visited modern
region of Paris DEFANS, can not forget that impression of exotic harmony from a glass, steel and
concrete, which one is called by architectural finds of the talented French. In all this "dry-sky" of
singularity and even and modern arch with a sail - umbrella in large capstans beats crafty, creative,
cheerful thought of the not desponding French, which one easily have perceived novations of New Light
and have given them the national sounding. But such answer can give only numerous people of
university Europe, some people will be say.
We convert to close to me to PriAzov - TANAIS region, in which one there are no so numerous national
groups which have formed independent state derivations for last of 2000. Let's take for an example of
the Meoth-Greeks, which one and Greeks have experienced themselves really only due to the not
ordinary person of the Sacred Ignatius, Metropolitan Gotey and Cafa, returned them on ground of
grandparents in 1777-80 years. How much rather highly artistic products were created by
representatives this small on number, but with high confessor(spirit) of the people. And all this formed
not only in XYIII century and till 1917. In 2000 on one of the central areas of Mariupol the monument to
Victory in the Second World(global) War was established, so in it at such level substantially and hardly
high traditions Old Greek and all integrating Christian moral IDEA have sounded, what is its monument
will be by the character of all new processes in Ukraine. One figure, and before eyes and Goddess Nika
and image of the CHRIST, how much thoughts and feelings were inserted in it by the Greek artists,
members of Union of the artists of Ukraine L.N.Kuzminkov and K.K.Konstantinov. What should be
maintained the tight scrambling at its creation, the echo by which one are felt by many and today (till
now on a monument there are no surnames of the authors). And how much moral and physical forces
are expended on settling-out of the academic traditions in PriAzov. And as outcome - tens scientific
minings, not of those minings, have given which one a signature stamp of scientific character and which
one will be forgotten in some months after publication, and actual minings, which one will live practically
all history of a civilization. It and minings of a hereditary metallurgist of Ivan Ivanovich Bragin, and Law
of PRESERVATION of a LABOUR (1997-99) is labour of objective economic schools of Mariupol. It and
more than ten nominations of International Biographic Center of Cambridge, American Biographic
Institute and Publishing house Who is Who (USA). It and first member of the New York Academy of
sciences from PriAzov's State technical University with the Greek radicals, doctor of engineering science
Alexander Petrovich Cheylach, and pro-rector of University on scientific activity with the Greek radicals,
professor Basil Ilich Kaplanov. In all these intellectual achievements we shall see ethnic fundamentalses,
to revival which one the mankind is obliged to the actual historical person - Sacred Ignatius.
But not only, the ethnic groups today leave on historical arena, but also separate persons. It also
implements due to modern information technologies. We would like to result a vivid example of the
outstanding Person from Spain, doctor Ernesto Garcia, which one with group of the adherents has
executed(come true) more, than many tens state functionaries. The LABOUR of nominate of
International Biographic Center of Cambridge, Dr Ernesto Garcia, First Vice-chairman of Civil
International Committee (CIC), all of us are obliged by creation in 2003 of one of the most interesting
electronic pages in the INTERNET - Civil International Committee (CIC) - www.CIC-WSC.org , which one
already intensively is visited by the students and teachers from Universities of Canada and USA. The
Great cultural tradition of the people of Spain is felt in each particular act, in each letter of Dr Ernesto
Garcia. And we hope for activity Ukrainians and Russians, which one have today capability to support a
gust of the intellectuals of Spain.
Just, cultural varieties of our PLANET is the most powerful achievement of people of Earth. Of It all of us
are proud, of It our descendants, which one will be proud, we hope, yours faithfully will say about us: As
was date in time accepted the solution to finance the program of the Azov Department of Academy of
economic sciences and enterprise activity Red book of cultures of Europe and As in time United Nations
has accepted to signing the MINUTES On CULTURAL VARIETY!
The LABOUR, LABOUR - directional on development and creation is the basis(fundamentals) our
CIVILIZATION. Therefore that in a world international institutes substantially operate, which one execute
moral support to the creative persons is our general(common) property. The outcomes of this
international support feel not only inhabitants of capitals of a world, but even the scientists of Mariupol.
Without this actual moral support today there would be no formulation of a Law Preservation of a Labour
and Law No-destroy of a intelligently - spiritual LABOUR, severe substantiation of operation of these laws
(look Web-page www.CIC-WSC.org DOCUMENT NN 27; 22; 15; by 5) their authors.
But, that is interesting! Everything, that receives development and support even in East Europe is
obliged by attention of public frames and international institutes arranged on territory of USA. The
estimation of the experts of USA is as though certificate of a significance of executed(made) minings or
creative achievements. It is the huge responsibility, which one was undertaken by the intellectuals of
America. But whether they have on this moral Right? Yes, have. They managed to achieve it seemed
impossible - 60 % of new and supernew technologies forms by the American scientists. In 2001 in the
monography the Main position and substantiation of the NEW APPROACH we wrote: Yes, today in USA
there are extremely positive processes on intellectualization of a labour, both on kinds of activity, and on
all national economic complex. It even in statistics finds reflection. So in middle the 90-th role of
SERVICES in the national economic income has increased up to 24 % - as contrasted to 20 % per the
eightieth years. The value of a financial orb has increased from 14 % up to 16 %, a role of trade from 14
% up to 15% also has increased. Apparently, that in these branches the actual intellectualization of a
labour implemented (though concerning trade I do not have absolute reliance). In these branches there
was a search new of the modern solutions as against an industry, the income of which one for the
marked period was reduced from 19 % up to 18 %, as well as income of an agriculture - from 2,5 % up
to 2%. Is felt, how organically with alignment to growth(increase) of intellectual activity the pyramid of
priorities in a national economic complex of USA is drawn up. (Page 131). And today it is possible to say,
that to the positive forecasts of growth(increase) of world(global) economics up to 3,5 % in 2004 (2,5 %
was in 2003) all of us obliged to activity of the American economics, the chiefs by which one transmit on
a large budget deficit to actuate positive dynamics(changes) in world(global) economics. Today chiefs of
the American business demonstrate highest efficiency of policy oriented on production and development.
It is enough to see at the data (Business Week) rating of the best companies of a World for May, 2003,
in which one of 1000 best companies 488 is in USA, and from 100 most rich - 57 American. But not it is
surprise, and the general cost these 57 American corporations, which one has reached(achieved) 5
billions 209 millrd. Dollars, and the cost of the remaining 43 companies from Europe and Japan has
compounded only 2 billion 840 millrd. Dollars. What powerful density of the capitals and as is severe it is
necessary to work on by estimated gears effectively to use these powers. The nitidously organized
banking system will orient each businessman on international cooperation. You see percent on the
deposits in Euro-currency is higher, than under the deposits in native currency, and the interest rates
under the credits are lower (John D.Daniels, Lee H.Radebaugh International BUSINESS: Environments
and operations). The simple and effective technology. But where to scoop ideas and methodical minings?
Certainly, in analysis of legitimacies usual in a commercial production, in that of a hand-greation reality,
which one allows to go to mankind forward.
Therefore we also convert Your attention, mister the President, on expediency of practical usage of our
methodical minings for coordination of industrial processes.

With sincere respect and with the best regards to You and Yours Family in NEW 2004!
Valery Vasiljev, Chairman of Civil International Committee (CIC), Membership of Research Board of
Advisors, ABI, academician of the New York Academy of Sciences, member of Company of 1817
"Heritage" of the New York Academy of Sciences, Membership of International Biographical Association
of BC Cambridge, Recipient of Nominal Medal as Author of the Law of PRESERVATION of a LABOUR and
nominant of "2000 Outstanding Intellectuals 21 centuries ", IBC of Cambridge, doctor of commerce
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